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Harness the client mind
and grow your business



Do any of these scenarios 
sound familiar?



Not enough prospects 
contacting you?



Or when they do, they’re 
indecisive about working with 
you?



Or are your existing clients 
starting to question the value 
of your service?



It’s frustrating!



It’s also a lose-lose



How do we help people to
make decisions that are
in their best interests?



The answers are found in neuroscience



Decisions are determined by the brain’s 
relationship between Pleasure and Pain

Pleasure

Pain



Anticipat
ed Pain

Anticipated 
Pleasure

How we make buying decisions



Anticipat
ed Pain

Anticipated 
Pleasure

How we make buying decisions



How to increase the brain’s 
pleasure and reduce its pain



i.e. How to make people want to work 
with you 
(and stay working with you)



The 3 principles to master:
People need TANGIBILITY

People need CERTAINTY

People value SIMPLICITY



People need 
TANGIBILITY

Insight #1



i.e. clear outcomes from a 
relationship with you



Our initial value is very 
tangible



But it gets less tangible over 
time



Staying on the path

- Avoiding bad decisions

- Making good decisions

- Overcoming challenges

- Achieving things they wouldn’t have 
otherwise achieved

- Feeling better about their money and life



If it’s out of sight, 
it’s out of mind



People have short memories



Mastering people’s recency bias

We need to make our ongoing experience
feel more valuable by making our 
ongoing value more tangible



What value looks like for an existing client

1. Feeling connected
2. Seeing progress



Be more present in their lives

Use video as often as possible



‘The Mere Exposure Effect’

The more your clients see you, the more they will like you



Be more present in their lives

Use video to replace ‘one to one’ 
and ‘one to many’ emails



Use tools like Loom, Bonjoro
or simply your smartphone



Get creative



Demonstrate progress

Show your tangible value over the 
short and long term:

- Tax savings
- Debt reduction
- Investment growth

But this isn’t the ‘be all and end all’ 



How do we make our 
less tangible value more 
tangible?



Demonstrate progress

Reinforce the goals they’ve achieved and the challenges 
they’ve overcome







Demonstrating progress

And don’t forget the way they feel



Demonstrating progress

Once again, people have short memories!



Sure, ask these types of questions



But also these types of questions



But also these types of questions



But also these types of questions



But also these types of questions



But also these types of questions



Set benchmarks for how they feel 
and keep revisiting them



People need 
TANGIBILITY

Insight #1



People need 
CERTAINTY

Insight #2



i.e. confidence that you will 
follow through on your 
promises



Starting any relationship is fraught 
with uncertainty



Who are these people?
Are they the right people to help 
me?
Am I going to regret this?



Give prospective clients more 
certainty 

Help them realise they’ve 
arrived at the right place



Identify who you best help



Get crystal clear on their problems



Solve some of their problems before they’ve 
met you

(while harnessing the power of video)



Give prospective clients more 
certainty 

People also need social proof
We trust others more than we trust ourselves



Which restaurant 
would you choose?



Google Reviews

Make becoming a client feel safer



Why Google Reviews?

They help your Google rankings









Google Reviews

Can be multi-purposed in your
Client Engagement Slide Decks





Google Reviews

Can be multi-purposed in your
Brochures





Google Reviews

Can be multi-purposed in your
Pre-meeting emails



P.S. Want to hear what some of our happy clients think of us? 

Check out our Google Reviews

http://www.google.com/


Google Reviews

Test and measure a process 
for asking for them.



People need 
CERTAINTY

Insight #2



People need 
SIMPLICITY

Insight #3



Money isn’t the biggest source 
of ‘buying pain’

Time and 
Effort = Pain



Making people
THINK TOO MUCH &
DO TOO MUCH 
is costing you money

The bottom line



Start by reducing friction
for your prospects



Idea #1 

Simplify your messages 
Reduce the amount of text on your website and in emails



Simplify your messages

Your marketing needs to pass ‘the 
twelve year old test’



Simplify your messages

This means:

- Less text
- Less jargon



Simplify your messages



Simplify your messages



Simplify your messages



Simplify your messages

“People don’t buy the best products and services…

they buy suitable products and services 
which they can understand the fastest”



Simplify your messages



Simplify your messages



Idea #2 

Make executing tasks as simple as possible



Introducing…
The Zeigarnik Effect

19% 34%

LOYALTY CARD LOYALTY CARD



People hate starting something and 
not finishing it

The Zeigarnik Effect



When your prospects or clients 
start a process they’ll be more 
likely to finish it

The Zeigarnik Effect



Simplicity is empowering



Simplifying tasks

Make it easy for people to get in touch



Simplifying tasks



Simplifying tasks



Simplifying tasks



The Result?



But what about existing clients?

Keep finding ways to reduce their effort too



Simplifying tasks

Online data collection 

vs. 

Print and complete



Simplifying tasks

Multiple choice 

vs 

‘Typing’



Simplifying tasks

Video emails e.g. Loom

vs 

Long, wordy explanations



Simplifying tasks

Use visuals

vs 

Long, wordy explanations



Simplifying tasks

Digital signatures 

vs. 

Print, sign, scan, return



Simplifying tasks

Pre-fill forms

vs. 

Sending empty forms



Some things take time

When you can’t reduce time, 
reduce the perception of time



Reducing the perception of time

1. Set clear time expectations for lengthy processes

2. Communicate regularly during these lulls



Communicate process and 
progress



Automate important messages 
to fill lulls (and build connection) 



Give regular updates during implementation 
(EVEN if there’s no extra news)



So, where 
to from 
here?



It has never been easier to help people 
make decisions that are in their best 

interests 



Which one of these is hurting your bottom line? 

Your value is too intangible

You’re not creating enough certainty

You’re making people’s lives too complex



Create a win-win for your 
clients & your business



Download my free checklist

www.humantohuman.com.au

How to build a world-class client experience (and 
grow your business)



Ask me anything

Visit:   www.humantohuman.com.au

Email: michael@humantohuman.com.au

Connect: linkedin.com/in/michaeljback


